The first four chapters (pp. 8-112 ) are devoted to arguing that Japan, China and Korea lack the capability of true scientific innovation. (Taiwan, oddly, is not discussed.) In support, H. documents the institutions that the governments of these countries have established to reap the fruits of Western research. These range from "joint ventures" with Western institutions; to the strategic placement of research labs near major Western universities; to the hiring of foreign experts; to campaigns for Western-educated expatriates to funnel information to the "motherland"; to outright industrial espionage. In discussing expatriates, H. stresses that he is not claiming that East Asians are incapable of innovation: as he notes, East Asian scientists working overseas are among the most creative people in their disciplines; rather, something is sapping their creativity when they stay at home. For readers of Needham (1954-) , who might object that China was once the most scientifically advanced nation on earth, H. notes that even Needham felt that China was always very practically oriented, and lacked the Western notion of abstract science.
But what is creativity anyway? This is the topic of the fifth chapter (pp. 113-138) entitled "The Anatomy of Creativity". The title is to be taken literally, since H. argues that true creativity is a process that starts in the more analytical left brain, migrates for a period of rumination to the more fanciful right brain, where connections to ideas in possibly unrelated areas are explored, and then returns to the left, where the various strands of thought are synthesized into a coherent, implementable whole. In this, H. intends to exclude the pop-psychological notion that any unconstrained "right-brain" activity is creativity. Curiously, though, one of H.'s supporting citations is Jaynes ' (1976) pop-psychological book on the "bicameral" mind.
The connection of this to writing systems is introduced in chapter 6 (pp. 139-167), where H. explores the role of the alphabet in fostering creativity. Alphabets represent phonemes, and phonemes are an abstraction. Even illiterates are consciously aware of syllables, but phonemes require special training, such as one gets by learning an alphabet (cf. Faber 1992) . Children acquiring alphabetic literacy engage in an analytic process that is highly unnatural. The alphabet thus becomes a "cognitive facilitator", exercising the left/right-brain interactions that H. claims are needed for creativity.
Enter now East Asian writing systems, the topic of chapters 7-10 (pp. 168-262) . East Asian writing, unlike alphabetic writing, is organized around the syllable. This is strictly true for Chinese characters as they are used for Chinese and for Korean, and also for Korean Hangul since, even though that system is segmental, the segments are organized into syllable-sized chunks. It is also mostly Rather, what is required to learn these systems is memorization of a large number of symbols and their mapping to natural units of the language. Korean writing, being segmental, would seem to require analysis, but whatever benefits this accords are mitigated by the syllable-chunking of the segmental glyphs. Also, Korean children must still learn Chinese characters, though these are no longer used much in everyday text. East Asian writing, thus takes the easy path in requiring no up-front analysis on the part of the learner. But the cost is that it fails to stimulate analytical thinking, and due to the sheer number of symbols, requires that children spend time better spent doing other things. A true Mephistophelean bargain.
Lest one be inclined to think that H.'s thesis is overblown, and that the true problem lies with East Asia's Confucian tradition, chapter 11 (pp. 263-283), argues that many of the features traditionally ascribed to East Asian society are due in part to the writing system. Confucianism demands uncritical acceptance of social norms, and is famously unfriendly to innovation, but how is this linked to writing? H. appeals to a radical view of gene-culture coevolution due ultimately to Lumsden and Wilson (1981) , wherein it is feasible that cultural artefacts like writing could have influenced neural structure and hence other aspects of cognition. Thus East Asian culture may be deficient in traits that foster creativity in "alphabetic cultures". Unfortunately, it is left vague how the obvious message of this chapter squares with H.'s observation that alphabetically literate emigré East Asians often excel in creativity.
Chapter 12 is a godsend to the reviewer, since in it H. lists a number of questions that one might ask in objection to his thesis, along with his answers to them. Still, there are plenty of other questions.
Victor Mair (the series editor for H.'s volume) claims that there is probably no "other person on the globe who knows all the relevant languages as well as" H. (Eakin, 2003) . If so, then H. might seem to be as qualified as anyone to make the claims that he does. Since, H. is also a powerful writer, it is easy to see that his book will be persuasive to many. What ultimately matters, though, is but one thing: is H. right? If he is, then the strong implication is that East Asian governments should immediately make writing reform a top national priority: adopt an alphabetic writing system and a cornucopia of benefits will be the reward. If he is wrong, then this book will be relegated to the section on one's bookshelf where one keeps other misguided theses on East Asian writing. On these two extremes The characterization of creativity as involving both an analytic phase and a more unconstrained phase seems reasonable enough, but the neurological basis that H. proposes is speculation. Sadly, H. probably does not realize how perfectly this description also applies to contemporary U.S. corporations. Twenty years ago, there were industrial research institutions like Bell Labs, where scientists were given virtual free rein to create, and an environment where creativity was valued. Today, such institutions barely exist, and what we have instead are self-styled research labs that sanction only certain lines of inquiry, and set myopically short term goals for everything that is done. Furthermore, companies increasingly contract out for work in areas that they had formerly supported inhouse. Presumably this has nothing to do with a lack of exposure to alphabetic literacy, but are there other parallels to East Asian society? Indeed, such parallels abound: many large U.S. corporations are struc-tured like East-Asian-style socialist states, replete with paternalistic executives, a well-entrenched culture that favors short-term gains over long-term investment, and a belief that slogans and "motivators" will take the place of a genuinely nurturing environment in fostering creativity and productivity. H. does not deny the importance of cultural support for creativity; indeed, he emphasizes it. But what's missing is a clear demonstration that "creativity gaps", if they exist, require anything other than sociological factors to explain them.
